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 „meadow“ and „ocean“ Seats
Inner construction is made of quality wood and foam, which warrants the stability. 

Seats are upholstered with microfibre fabric. Seat height: 30 cm, seat depth: 35 cm.

KL04615 
Meadow armchair 
Measurements: 60 x 56 x 51 cm 
(LxHxW).

KL04605 
Ocean armchair 
Measurements: 60 x 56 x 51 cm 
(LxHxW).

KL04611 
Meadow sofa, small 
Measurements: 100 x 57 x 51 cm 
(LxHxW).

KL04601 
Ocean sofa, small 
Measurements: 100 x 57 x 51 cm 
(LxHxW).

KL04613 
Meadow sofa, large 
Measurements: 140 x 57 x 51 cm 
(LxHxW).

KL04603 
Ocean sofa, large 
Measurements: 140 x 57 x 51 cm 
(LxHxW).

KL04612 
Meadow taboret 
Measurements: 40 x 30 x 40 cm 
(LxHxW).

KL04602 
Ocean taboret 
Measurements: 40 x 30 x 40 cm 
(LxHxW).

NOTES:
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Seats - Butterfly 2
KL42000 - Taboret Butterfly 2 
KL42001 - Single Butterfly 2 
KL42002 - Double Butterfly 2 
KL42003 - Sofa Butterfly 2 

Seats - Hedgehog with fruits
KL43000 - Taboret Hedgehog with fruits 
KL43001 - Single Hedgehog with fruits 
KL43002 - Double Hedgehog with fruits 
KL43003 - Sofa Hedgehog with fruits 

„butterfly“ and „hedgehog with fruits“ Seats
Inner construction is made of quality wood, which warrants the stability. 

Seats are upholstered with microfibre fabric.
Measurements: height 58 cm, width 48 cm, seat height je 30,5 cm, seat depth 40 cm.

Seats - Butterfly 1
KL41000 - Taboret Butterfly 1 
KL41001 - Single Butterfly 1 
KL41002 - Double Butterfly 1 
KL41003 - Sofa Butterfly 1 
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Sofas „COMBI“
Massive sofas in various colours and shapes (4 colours, 9 shapes),

which can be combined. They are suitable also for older children at elementary schools.
They can be combined together, you can make various sets.
Strong inner construction is made of quality wood and foam. 

Sofas are upholstered with soft, flexible, 
very smooth high quality fabric (micro fibers).

benefits:
- the system of these sofas allows to assemble various 

combinations of basic shapes 
- possibility of reassembling

- possibility to purchase any of basic 
elements and extend the sitting capacity

Sofas in 4 
colours

basic shapes:

square 
seat

rectangle 
seat

half-circle 
seat

trapezoid 
seat

hexagon 
seat

triangle 
seat

corner 
seat

armchair 
for two

armchair 
for one

Graphical presentation of 
possible shape assembling:

seat height 
33 cm 

detail 
of legs 
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COMBI - Square
Dimesion: 60 x 60 cm.
Seat height: 33 cm.

KL516101 - blue 
KL516102 - yellow 
KL516103 - green 
KL516104 - red 

COMBI - Triangle
Dimension: 60 x 60 x 60 cm.
Seat height: 33 cm.

KL516301 - blue 
KL516302 - yellow 
KL516303 - green 
KL516304 - red 

COMBI - Rectangle
Dimension: 120 x 60 cm.
Seat height: 33 cm.

KL516201 - blue 
KL516202 - yellow 
KL516203 - green 
KL516204 - red 

sofas „combi“

COMBI - Trapezoid
Seat height: 33 cm.

KL516401 - blue 
KL516402 - yellow 
KL516403 - green 
KL516404 - red 

COMBI - Half-circle
Dimension: 120 x 60 cm.
Seat height: 33 cm.

KL516501 - blue 
KL516502 - yellow 
KL516503 - green 
KL516504 - red 

COMBI - Armchair for one
Dimension: 60 x 57 x 60 cm.
Seat height: 33 cm.
Seat depth: 38 cm.

KL564101 - blue 
KL564102 - yellow 
KL564103 - green 
KL564104 - red 

COMBI - Hexagon
Seat height: 33 cm.

KL516601 - blue 
KL516602 - yellow 
KL516603 - green 
KL516604 - red 
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sofas „combi“

COMBI - Armchair for two
Dimension: 120 x 57 x 60 cm.
Seat height: 33 cm.
Seat depth: 38 cm.

KL564201 - blue 
KL564202 - yellow 
KL564203 - green 
KL564204 - red 

COMBI - Corner seat
Seat height: 33 cm.
Seat depth: 38 cm.

KL564301 - blue 
KL564302 - yellow 
KL564303 - green 
KL564304 - red 
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Centipede
Colour taborets of various length can be used as a single seats, 

or you can arrange the centipede shaped seat. 
Individual parts can be combined according to your needs.

Coated with microfibre fabric.

KL46021 
Centipede - head
Measurements: 35 x 30 x 37 cm 
(L x H x W).

KL46020 
Centipede - tail
Measurements: 35 x 30 x 37 cm 
(L x H x W).

KL46018 
Centipede - large part
Measurements: 90 x 30 x 37 cm 
(L x H x W).

Centipede - small part
Measurements: 37 x 30 x 37 cm (L x H x W).

KL46016 - red 
KL46024 - blue 
KL46025 - green 

Centipede - corner part
Measurements: 68 x 30 x 37 cm (L x H x W).

KL46022 - orange 
KL46023 - green 

Variable colour seat sets
Colour seats are upholstered with soft and pleasant to touch fabric (Microfibre). 

Inner construction is made of wood and quality foam.
Total height: 53 cm. Total width: 50 cm.
Seat height: 31 cm. Seat depth: 34 cm.

Single
Width: 38 cm.

KL01/C  - red 
KL01/O  - orange 
KL01/F  - purple 
KL01/Z  - green 
KL01/L  - yellow 
KL01/SM  - light blue 
KL01/M  - dark blue 

Easy to assemble
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Three
Width: 94 cm.

KL03/C - red 
KL03/O - orange 
KL03/F - purple 
KL03/Z - green 
KL03/L - yellow 
KL03/SM - light blue 
KL03/M - dark blue 

Variable colour seat sets

Corner
KL04/C - red 
KL04/O - orange 
KL04/F - purple 
KL04/Z - green 
KL04/L - yellow 
KL04/SM - light blue 
KL04/M - dark blue 

Left elbow rest
It is suitable for seats Single and 
Three.
Width: 12 cm.

KL10L/C - red 
KL10L/O - orange 
KL10L/F - purple 
KL10L/Z - green 
KL10L/L - yellow 
KL10L/SM - light blue 
KL10L/M - dark blue 

Right elbow rest
It is suitable for seats Single and 
Three.
Width: 12 cm.

KL10P/C - red 
KL10P/O - orange 
KL10P/F - purple 
KL10P/Z - green 
KL10P/L - yellow 
KL10P/SM - light blue 
KL10P/M - dark blue 

Taboret
KL05/C - red 
KL05/O - orange 
KL05/F - purple 
KL05/Z - green 
KL05/L - yellow 
KL05/SM - light blue 
KL05/M - dark blue 

Pillow
Measurements: 28 x 28 cm.

KL06/C - red 
KL06/O - orange 
KL06L/F - purple 
KL06/Z - green 
KL06/L - yellow 
KL06/SM - light blue 
KL06/M - dark blue 
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   KL10L/Z   +  KL01/SM   +   KL10P/Z    =

   KL10L/Z         +           KL03/L         +          KL10P/Z     =

  KL10L/O   +   KL03/Z             +              KL03/Z    +   KL10P/O   =

   KL10L/O    +     KL03/C       +    KL04/O    +      KL03/C     +  KL10P/O         =

   KL10L/Z + KL01/L       +       KL03/Z          +         KL01/L  +  KL10P/Z =

62 cm

118 cm

212 cm

194 cm

156 cm 156 cm

326 cm

156 cm 156 cm

   KL03/SM

   KL04/C
   KL03/Z    KL03/Z

   KL03/SM

   KL04/C

KL01/M

KL10P/MKL10L/M

Easy to assemble...

You can rearrange your set by buying various parts...

Variable colour seat sets
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118 cm

KL71

132 cm

KL66

KL73

118 cm

KL72

KL68

212 cm

KL75

62 cm

KL67

KL76
194 cm

KL69

KL74

KL70

Variable colour seat sets
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KL78

250 cm

KL77

156 cm

100 cm

KL79

326 cm

156 cm
156 cm

KL81

118 cm

11
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KL80

Variable colour seat sets
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massive seats
Thanks to inner wooden construction, these massive seats are 

sturdy and stabile. Foam is coated with strong fabric. 
Seats offer comfortable sitting place for children in pre-school age.

Seat height is 28 cm.

Massive Seat - Tripple
Measuremnets: 118 x 40 x 50 cm (L x W x H).

KL40030 - red 
KL40031 - blue 

Massive Seat - Double
Measurements: 86 x 40 x 50 cm (L x W x H).

KL40020 - red 
KL40021 - blue 

Massive Seat - Single
Measurements: 54 x 40 x 50 cm (LxWxH).

KL40010 - red 
KL40011 - blue 

Pillow
Measurements: 30 x 30 cm.

KL40100 - red 
KL40101 - blue 

Massive Outer Corner
Measurements: 78 x 40 x 50 cm (L x W x H).

KL40050 - red 
KL40051 - blue 

Massive Taboret
Diameter 35 cm, height 28 cm.

KL40000 - red 
KL40001 - blue 

Massive Inner Corner
Measurements: 78 x 40 x 50 cm (L x W x H).

KL40040 - red 
KL40041 - blue 
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Massive Sofa - Left part
Measurements: 76 x 40 x 50 cm (L x W x H).

KL40060 - red 
KL40061 - blue 

Massive sofa - Right part
Measurements: 76 x 40 x 50 cm (L x W x H).

KL40070 - red 
KL40071 - blue 

massive seats
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seats „Nomi“ and „Adam“

Seat Height: 25 cm
Seat Depth: 35 cm

Seat Height: 25 cm
Seat Depth: 30 cm

Completely made of
 sturdy foam. 

Coated with cotton fabric.

Completely made of
 sturdy foam. 

Coated with cotton fabric.

EDF003L 
1. Taboret NOMI 
Measurements: 30 x 30 cm (HxØ).

EDF001L 
4. Sofa NOMI 
Measurements: 90 x 45 x 55 cm (LxWxH).

EDF004L 
2. Table NOMI 
Measurements: 50 x 35 x 25 cm (LxWxH). 

EDF006L 
1. Armchair ADAM 
Measurements: 40 x 45 x 50 cm (LxWxH). 

EDF005L 
2. Sofa ADAM 80
Measurements: 80 x 45 x 50 cm (LxWxH). 

EDF007L 
3. Sofa ADAM 120
Measurements: 120 x 45 x 50 cm (LxWxH). 

EDF047L 
4. Corner sofa ADAM 
Measurements: 120 x 120 x 45 x 50 cm (LxLxWxH).         

EDF002L 
3. Armchair NOMI 
Measurements: 55 x 45 x 55 cm (LxWxH).  
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Quarter seat 
- seat height 30 cm
Seat can be used for sitting or for various 
sport activities. It is made of sturdy foam coa-
ted with artificial leather.
Measurements: 45 x 45 x 30 cm (L x W x H).

EDF401301 - yellow 
EDF401302 - orange 
EDF401303 - red 
EDF401304 - green 
EDF401305 - blue 

Taboret CIRCLE 
- seat height 30 cm
Seat can be used for sitting or for various 
sport activities. It is made of sturdy foam coa-
ted with artificial leather.
Height: 30 cm. Diameter: 38 cm.

EDF501301 - yellow 
EDF501302 - orange 
EDF501303 - red 
EDF501304 - green 
EDF501305 - blue 

Seats and taborets made of foam
- made of sturdy foam and are coated with washable artificial leather

- lightweight, which allows also small children to move them without problem
- suitable for sitting or sport activities

WAVE seat
Made of sturdy foam coated with ar-
tificial leather. Height: 30 cm.

EDF702301 - yellow 
EDF702302 - orange 
EDF702303 - red 
EDF702304 - green 
EDF702305 - blue 
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Seats and taborets made of foam

Taboret SQUARE 
- seat height 25 cm
Measurements: 39,5 x 39,5 x 
25 cm.

EDF601251 - yellow 
EDF601252 - orange 
EDF601253 - red 
EDF601254 - green 
EDF601255 - blue 

Taboret SQUARE 
- seat height 15 cm
Measurements: 39,5 x 39,5 x 15 cm.

EDF601151 - yellow 
EDF601152 - orange 
EDF601153 - red 
EDF601154 - green 
EDF601155 - blue 

Taboret SQUARE 
- seat height 30 cm
Measurements: 39,5 x 39,5 x 
30 cm.

EDF601301 - yellow 
EDF601302 - orange 
EDF601303 - red 
EDF601304 - green 
EDF601305 - blue 

Taboret SQUARE 
- seat height 35 cm
Measurements: 39,5 x 39,5 x 
35 cm.

EDF601351 - yellow 
EDF601352 - orange 
EDF601353 - red 
EDF601354 - green 
EDF601355 - blue 

Armchair 2 - seat height 30 cm
5 colours to choose, seat height 30 cm. 
Made of sturdy foam coated with 
artificial leather. Suitable for 2 children.
Measurements: 80 x 45,5 x 55 cm (LxWxH).

EDF201301 - yellow 
EDF201302 - orange 
EDF201303 - red 
EDF201304 - green 
EDF201305 - blue 

Armchair 1 - seat height 30 cm
5 colours to choose, seat height 30 cm. 
Made of sturdy foam coated with 
artificial leather.
Measurements: 40 x 45,5 x 55 cm (LxWxH).

EDF101301 - yellow 
EDF101302 - orange 
EDF101303 - red  
EDF101304 - green 
EDF101305 - blue 
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Seats and taborets made of foam

Armchair 3 - seat height 30 cm
5 colours to choose, seat height 30 cm. 
Made of sturdy foam coated with 
artificial leather. Suitable for 3 children.
Measurements: 120 x 45,5 x 55 cm (LxWxH).

EDF301301 - yellow 
EDF301302 - orange  
EDF301303 - red  
EDF301304 - green  
EDF301305 - blue  

Corner armchair 
- seat height 30 cm
5 colours to choose, seat height 30 cm. 
Made of sturdy foam coated with 
artificial leather. 
Measurements: 45,5 x 45,5 x 55 cm.

EDF801301 - yellow  
EDF801302 - orange  
EDF801303 - red  
EDF801304 - green  
EDF801305 - blue  
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EDF1146  

Foam train
Measurements of lower wagons: 40 x 40 x 28 cm (W x L x H). 
Measurements of higher wagons: 40 x 40 x 34,5 cm (W x L x H).
Measurements of locomotive: 40 x 50 x 50 cm (W x L x H). 
Locomotive seat height: 20 cm.

train made of foam
Train consists of the locomotive and five wagons. 

The length of assembled train is 250 cm.

Train bookcase
Large containers are suitable for books, magazines or board games and taborets for comfortable sitting place. 

You can combine as many taborets and containers as you like - you can arrange the bookcase of various length.
Taborets are made of foam coated with Eco leather.
Containers are made of chipboard in maple shade, 

combined with laminated MDF boards.

KL46031 
Locomotive
Measurements: 39 x 54,5 x 50 cm 
(L x H x W).
Seat height: 29 cm.
Seat depth: 34 cm.

KL46032 
Back wagon
Measurements:
36,5 x 29 x 61,5 cm (L x H x W).

Train container 
for books
Coloured parts are made
of quality MDF boards.
Measurements: 35 x 30 x 34,5 cm (L x H x W).

KL46035 - red 
KL46036 - green 

Middle wagon
Measurements: 36,5 x 29 x 36,5 cm (L x H x W).

KL46033 - orange 
KL46034 - yellow 
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Exclusive armchair
KL5210/SM 
KL5210/C 
KL5210/Z 
KL5210/L 
KL5210/O 

exclusive eco-leather armchairs
Armchairs are made of high quality ECO leather, 

which is pleasant to touch and easily maintained clean. 
Elbow rests are made of beech wood. 

Thanks to the special inner construction the armchair 
adapts to body position, which offers comfortable sitting. 

Maximum load capacity - up to 100 kg.
Seat height: 22 cm.
Seat depth: 30 cm.

Exclusive armchair 
with animal motive
Seat height: 22 cm.
Seat depth: 30 cm.

KL5310/G - cheetah 
KL5310/Z - zebra 
KL5310/D - dalmatinian 
KL5310/T - tiger 

Exclusive armchairs with animal motives
Armchairs are covered with soft fabric pleasant to touch. This fabric can be 
washed in washing - machine (40°C). Elbow rests are made of beech wood. 

         Thanks to the special inner construction the armchair         
adapts to body position, which offers comfortable sitting. 

Maximum load capacity - up to 100 kg.
Seat height: 22 cm.
Seat depth: 30 cm.

Sitting Bags
Soft and comfortable seat is filled with 
granulate. It can totally adapt to body. 
Covered with quality artificial leather, 
which is easily maintained clean.
Measurements: diameter cca 70 cm,
height cca 75 cm.

EDF17110 - green 
EDF17120 - yellow 
EDF17130 - pink 
EDF17140 - purple 
EDF17150 - light blue 
EDF17160 - dark blue 
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Intelligent furniture
- Possibility of various combinations. 

- Possible to use with or without plastic containers.
- Seats made of foam coated with artificial leather.

- Construction is made of chipboard in maple shade.
- Containers are sold separately.

Middle container
Measurements: 15 x 31 x 42,7 cm 
(H x W x L).

G220 - transparent 
G206 - blue 
G202 - yellow 
G210 - green 
G209 - red 

Corner container
Measurements: 15 x 55 x 40 cm (H x W x L).

GQ2/20 - transparent 
GQ2/06 - blue 
GQ2/02 - yellow 
GQ2/10 - green 
GQ2/09 - red 

UZ31001 
Square cabinet with shelves 
Measurements: 90,5 x 74 x 46 cm (L x H x W).  

UZ31002 
Half-circle cabinet with shelves 
Measurements: 92 x 74 x 46 cm (L x H x W).  

Intelligent seat - Half-circle
Measurements: 92 x 32,5 x 46 cm (L x H x W).

UZ310191  
UZ310192  
UZ310193  

Intelligent seat with compartment
Measurements: 90 x 57,5 x 92 cm (L x H x W).

UZ310301  
UZ310302  
UZ310303  

Intelligent seat - Rectangle
Measurements: 90 x 32,5 x 46 cm (L x H x W).

UZ310181  
UZ310182  
UZ310183  

UZ31027 
Bookcase on legs 
Measurements: 45,5 x 57,5 x 46 cm 
(L x H x W).  
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Intelligent furniture




